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Abstract: Software quality models play a significant role in software quality assurance. Based on our previous work on graphic modelling of software quality, this paper extends the quality modelling language to enhance its expressiveness and to facilitate automated analysis of software quality as designed. A collection of algorithms that are implemented in an automated tool for the analysis of software quality are presented and illustrated by examples.
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1 Introduction
Software quality models play a significant role in the quality assurance of software development [1]. Existing software quality models can be classified into two types. Hierarchical models, such as McCall model [2], Boehm model [3], ISO model [4], and the more recent Bansiya and Davis’ model of OO software design [5], define a set of quality related properties and organizes them into a hierarchical structure to express the positive relationships between them. However, they are incapable of expressing negative relations between quality related properties. A relational model usually defines a number of stereotype types of relationships between quality attributes, such as positive, negative and neutral relations. Typical examples of such quality models include Perry Model [6], Gillies Model [7, 8]. These quality models can help software developers to improve software quality by providing guidelines to software development activities, such as in the elicitation of quality requirements. However, as pointed out by Dromey [9, 10], they fail to take software structures into account. Due to the stereotype typing of relationships between quality attributes, they are also incapable to deal with complicated relationships between quality attributes. They provide little help to the design of software systems.

Addressing these problems, in [11, 12, 13], we proposed the HASARD method to software quality modelling and analysis in order to provide more instructive information about software designs. A diagrammatic notation for software quality modelling was devised [11]. A method for deriving software quality models from architectural designs was developed [13]. A software tool called SQUARE for software quality modelling and analysis was designed and implemented [13]. In this paper, we further develop the technique by focusing on automated analysis of software quality with such graphic models.

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 briefly reviews the graphic notation for representing software quality models and extends it with facilities that enable automated analysis of quality models. Section 3 discusses the methods and algorithms for automated analysis of quality related issues in software designs. Section 4 concludes the papers with remarks on the current state of the implementation of the automated analysis tools for quality analysis and case studies of the method.

2 Graphic Quality Models
As shown in Fig. 1, a quality model in our graphical modelling notation is a directed graph, which consists of a set of nodes and a set of links between the nodes.

![Graphical notation of quality models](image)

Each node represents a quality related property of the software system. Such a property may demonstrate itself by a certain phenomenon of a certain component or subsystem of the system or the whole system. To specify such a property, a node in the graphic quality modelling language contains three parts in the form of compartments. The phenomenon compartment describes a particular observable phenomenon, where the optional influence can be ‘+’ or ‘-’.

The link without annotation represents logic relations between the nodes. The link with annotation provides additional information of the rationale of the relation between nodes.

Fig. 1. Graphical notation of quality models
the phenomenon. The element in the subject compartment can be a component or a connector of the software system, or a subsystem even the system itself, or an external entity of the system, etc. The property compartment gives a classification of the phenomenon in terms of a quality carrying property, which can be a quality attributes such as correctness or a property that affects the quality of the system somehow such as the size of the component. In addition to the classification of the phenomenon by a quality attribute or quality related property, the relationship between the phenomenon and the property could be positive or negative. A phenomenon is positive to a quality property, if the phenomenon is observed, then the entity is good at the property. Otherwise, the phenomenon is negative to the quality property, i.e. the observation of the phenomenon implies the entity is poor at the property. Such relationships between phenomena and properties are specified in the influence factor. It is by default positive. Positive influence is denoted by the symbol + and negative influence is denoted by the symbol ‘-‘. This influence factor is a new facility introduced in this paper.

For example, in Fig. 2, the node A specifies a phenomenon that the client-side subsystem of a web-based application in the client-server architecture is not executable on the user’s platform. It states that this phenomenon is classified to the compatibility issue. If the phenomenon is observed, then the compatibility of the system is poor. Thus, the influence is negative.

The links, i.e. directed arcs, between the nodes specifies the relationships between the phenomena specified by the nodes. Such a relationship can be either implication or prohibitive. It is also called influence factor of the link. An implication relationship from node A to node B means that the observation of the phenomenon on node A implies the occurrence of the phenomenon on node B. Such an implication can be logic causal relation, enabling condition, or plausible result. A prohibitive relationship from node A to node B means that the observation of the phenomenon on node A will prevent the occurrence of the phenomenon on node B. Such a prevention relationship can also be either logically disabling the phenomenon of node B to happen or the phenomenon of node B will plausibly not likely to happen. Each link may contain an optional annotation for the reasons why the two nodes are related. The implication relationships are denoted by the symbol ‘+’ while prohibitive relationships are denoted by the symbol ‘-‘. By default, a link has the implication relationship if it is not explicitly specified. The influence factor of link is also a new facility introduced in this paper. Together with the influence factor of the nodes, it not only significantly improved the expressiveness of the quality modelling language, but also provided a crucial facility for automated analysis of quality models.

For example, in Fig. 2, the link between nodes A and B states that if the client-side code cannot be executed on the user’s platform, the system cannot be operated, because the interface cannot be displayed on the user’s screen at all. In most cases, the reasons are self-evident and obvious. Therefore, it provides a facility for human validation of the quality model.

Fig. 3 shows an example of quality model in the graphic notation. It will be used through this paper to illustrate the analysis of software quality.

3 Automated analysis algorithms

In this section, we discuss various tasks of quality analysis at software design stage and how they can be supported by automated tools. The algorithms for such tool support are presented.

3.1 Contribution factors

In the analysis of software architectural designs, we often want to know how a quality issue is addressed. We want to know which components, connectors or the properties of the configuration are related to the quality issue and how they collectively provide the solution to meet quality requirements. The contribution factors of a quality attribute is a set of properties
of the components and/or connectors and the configuration of the architecture that affect the quality issue according to the design. For example, consider the quality model given in Fig. 3. We can derive the sub-graph shown in Fig. 4 for the contribution factors of a server’s responsiveness.

This quality analysis task can be supported by our tools reported in [13], which implements the following algorithm.

**ALGORITHM A1 (* Derivation of contribution factors to a quality attribute. *)**

**INPUT:**
- QualityModel = < NodeList, LinkList >; (* the quality model is represented as a graph that consists of a set NodeList of nodes and a set LinkList of links. *)
- Component; (* the name of the component *)
- QualityAttribute; (* the quality attribute *)

**OUTPUT:**
- RelatedNodeList; (* the set of nodes in the quality model related to the quality attribute *)
- RelatedLinkList; (* the set of links in the quality model related to the quality attribute *)

**BEGIN**

```
RelatedNodeList := { };
RelatedLinkList := { };
FOR each node N in NodeList DO
  IF (N’s component name = Component) AND (N’s property = QualityAttribute)
  THEN add N into RelatedNodeList;
END_FOR;
REPEAT
  FOR each link L in LinkList DO
    BEGIN
      IF (L’s head is in RelatedNodeList)
        AND (L’s head is not equal to L’s tail)
      THEN IF L is not in RelatedLinkList
        THEN Add link L to RelatedLinkList;
      IF L’s tail is not in RelatedNodeList
      THEN Add L’s tail to RelatedNodeList;
    END_IF
  END_IF
UNTIL no more element is added into RelatedLinkList or RelatedNodeList;
OUTPUT RelatedLinkList and RelatedNodeList;
END_ALGORITHM.
```

**3.2 Impacts of design decisions**

Another frequently asked question in the analysis of a software architectural design is “what are the consequences of a design decision on the properties and functionality of a component or connector?” In such cases, we need to find out what are the quality attributes that are affected by the design decision. Such information can also be derived from a well constructed quality model. For example, consider the quality model depicted in Fig. 3. We can obtain the sub-graph shown in Fig. 5 that represents the impacts of the quality carrying property of HTML files’ size on other quality attributes. It shows that the size of HTML files affects the navigability and responsiveness of the system, which further affects the usability of the whole system.

**ALGORITHM A2 (* Derivation of the impact of a component’s property. *)**

**INPUT:**
- QualityModel = < NodeList, LinkList >;
- Component (* the name of the component *),
- QualityAttribute (* the property of the component *),

**OUTPUT:**
- EffectedNodeList (* the set of nodes in the quality model affected by the component’s property *);
- EffectedLinkList (* the set of links in the quality model affected by the component’s property *);

**BEGIN**

```
EffectedNodeList := { };
EffectedLinkList := { };
FOR each node N in NodeList DO
  IF (N’s component name = Component)
    AND (N’s property = QualityAttribute)
  THEN add N into EffectedNodeList;
END_FOR;
EffectedLinkList := { };
REPEAT
  FOR each link L in LinkList DO
    BEGIN
      IF (L’s head is in EffectedNodeList)
        AND (L’s head is not equal to L’s tail)
      THEN IF L is not in EffectedLinkList
        THEN Add link L to EffectedLinkList;
      IF L’s tail is not in EffectedNodeList
      THEN Add L’s tail to EffectedNodeList;
    END_IF
  END_IF
UNTIL no more element is added into EffectedLinkList or EffectedNodeList;
OUTPUT EffectedLinkList and EffectedNodeList;
END_ALGORITHM.
```
FOR each link L in LinkList DO
BEGIN
IF (L’s tail is in EffectedNodeList)
    AND (L’s head is not equal to L’s tail)
THEN
IF L is not in EffectedLinkList
THEN Add link L to EffectedLinkList;
IF L’s head is not in EffectedNodeList
THEN Add L’s head to EffectedNodeList;
END_IF
END_IF
END_FOR;
UNTIL no more element is added into EffectedLinkList
or EffectedNodeList;
OUTPUT EffectedLinkList and EffectedNodeList;
END_ALGORITHM.

3.3 Quality risks

A design decision may have positive as well as negative effects on a quality attribute. The negative effects may impose quality risks to the system. Therefore, it is often desirable to know where the quality risks are within an architectural design. This can also be derived from a quality model.

A negative effect of a design decision can be recognised by searching for the links and nodes in the quality model that have a negative effect on the quality attribute. Such a negative effect could be in one of the following two forms. First, there is a negative influence factor in the node while there is a positive influence factor on the link. Second, there is a negative influence factor on the link while there is a positive factor on the node. In the former, a phenomenon will be observed that means the quality attribute will be worse. In the later case, the phenomenon that indicates a better value of the quality attribute will be prohibited to happen. For example, in the quality model depicted in Fig. 3, there is a link between the node HTML files with the property of large size and the node web server with a property of responsiveness. There is a positive influence factor marked on the link between the large size of HTML file and the phenomenon of ‘long response time’. This is because that the larger the HTML file size is, the longer the response time will be. Because the phenomenon of long response time has a negative influence factor on usability, the large file size has a negative effect on usability. Therefore, a design decision of large file size is a risk to the quality attribute of responsiveness. The further consequences of a quality risk can be identified and analyzed. In certain cases, a negative effect, i.e. a quality risk, is not the consequence of a single design decision. Instead, it can be the consequence of a number of other design decisions. In that case, all the causes must be identified so that a better design can be made. This can also be derived from graphic quality models by using the following algorithms.

ALGORITHM A3 (* Derivation of design decisions which have risks to the system’s quality. *)
INPUT:
    QualityModel = < NodeList, LinkList >;
OUTPUT:
    RelatedNodeList (* the set of nodes in the quality model related to risk rising decisions *);
BEGIN
    RelatedNodeList := { };  
    FOR each node N in NodeList DO 
        IF (N’s influence factor is negative)
            THEN add N into RelatedNodeList;
            THEN add N into RelatedNodeList;
    END_FOR;
    OUTPUT RelatedNodeList;
END_Algorithm.

3.4 Relationships between quality issues

An important question to be answered in quality analysis is the interrelationship between two quality issues. For example, how server’s performance is related to the system’s usability? Answers to such questions can be found from the quality model by searching for all paths from a node that represents one quality issue to the nodes that represents the other quality issue. The algorithm used to implement the supporting tool is given below.

ALGORITHM A4 (* Derivation of Relationships between quality issues *)
INPUT:
    QualityModel = < NodeList, LinkList >;
    Component1 (* the name of the first component *),
    Component2 (* the name of the second component *),
    QualityAttribute1 (* the first quality attribute *),
    QualityAttribute2 (* the second quality attribute *),
OUTPUT:
    RelatedNodeList (* the set of nodes in the quality model on the paths between two quality attributes *);
    RelatedLinkList (* the set of links in the quality model on the paths between two quality attributes *);
BEGIN
    RelatedNodeList := { };  
    RelatedLinkList := { }; 
    Node1:=NULL;
    Node2:=NULL;
    TemptNodeList:= { }; 
    TemptNode:=NULL;
    FOR each node N in NodeList DO
        IF (N’s component name = Component1)
            AND (N’s property = QualityAttribute1)
            THEN Node1=N;
        ELSE IF (N’s component name = Component2)
            AND (N’s property = QualityAttribute2)
            THEN Node2=N
        END_IF;
        Add Node1 to TemptNodeList;
    END_FOR;
    OUTPUT RelatedNodeList;
END Алгоритм.
CurrentNode := Node1;
Search(CurrentNode, Node1, Node2, QualityModel,
TemptNodeList, RelatedLinkList,
RelatedNodeList);
OUTPUT RelatedLinkList and RelatedNodeList;
END_ALGORITHM.

In the algorithm A4, the following function of depth first
search is used.

FUNCTION Search (Component, Component1,
Component2, QualityModel, CurrentNodeList,
ResultLinkList, ResultNodeList)
(* Depth-First Search *)
BEGIN
TemptNode=NULL;
FOR each link L in LinkList that
L's head = = Component DO
BEGIN
Add L's tail to CurrentNodeList;
IF L's tail= =Component2
THEN  (* Find a path and record it*)
TemptNode=L's tail;
REPEAT
Add TemptNode to ResultNodeList;
TemptNode =
TemptNode's previous node
of CurrentNodeList;
Add link TemptL( whose head = =
TemptNode’s Next node of
CurrentNodeList AND
whose tail==TemptNode)
to ResultLinklist;
UNTILL TemptNode==Component1;
Remove L’s tail From CurrentNodeList;
ELSE  (* Depth first *)
Search (L’s head, Component1,
Component2, QualityModel,
CurrentNodeList, ResultLinkList,
ResultNodeList);
END_IF
END_FOR;
remove Component from TemptList;
END_FUNCTION

3.5 Trade-off points

In many situations, a quality risk cannot be resolved
without compromising on other quality issues be-
cause these quality issues are conflicting with each
other. In such cases, trade-offs between the quality
attributes must be made and a balance between them
must be achieved through appropriate design deci-
sions.

For example, consider the quality model depicted
in Fig. 3. The size of HTML files positively affects
the navigability of the hypertext network, but nega-
tively affects responsiveness of the web server.
Therefore, navigability is in conflict with responsivenss.
A trade-off between them must be made so
that responsiveness is within a tolerable range while
navigability is also acceptable. Such a trade-off oc-
curs in the form of deciding on a suitable size of
HTML file. In other words, HTML file size is a
trade-off point.

From this example, we can see that a trade-off
point is a node in the quality model that has a nega-
tive effect to one or more quality attributes and at the
same time it has positive effects on one or more
quality attributes. Trade-off points can also be de-
derived from quality models automatically. The algo-
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In comparison with existing methods of evaluation and analysis of software architectures, such as scenario-based methods such as SAAM, ATAM and others [14–21], our approach can be performed systematically with strong support by automated tools as shown in this paper. Case studies of the method and the tool have been conducted. However, for the sake of space, the case studies will be reported separately.

We are further investigating how quality models can be constructed and validated. In [11], a hazard analysis method was proposed, which is further developed in [12, 13]. It is worth studying how the method can be combined with scenario-based methods, for example, by representing the results of scenario analysis in our graphic quality models, and/or by deriving quality model using scenarios.
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